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This piece has been especially written for the Atlas Ensemble to be workshopped in Amsterdam 
in August 2014.
Performance Notes 
The violin part is mostly written, with the Chinese erhu blending improvisations with notation and 
Azeri kamancha is predomimantly improvised.  
All should interpreted accordion to the instruments' idiomatic style. 
Key:
Program Notes
Zwareeb signifies alleys. In a sense, it is a development of Dramaticule IV's, 2012's Atlas Festival commission,
erhu and violin dual. 
Beginning to C - contained and hesitant 
C to E - tension rising (C to D cresc. And D to E cresc.)
E to F - Fiery - the ritenuto is a peak. At E, the kamancha is an octave lower.
G dips - it is contained and bubbling underneath.
           - After which point, the scurry of D-E-F#-E-D is playing peak-a-boo
           - Peak
H gradually cresc. to forte at I
Bar 76 is the ultimate peak. 
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pizz. (with some Bartok pizz.) Ad lib., 





(can retake bow several times)
&

























































































































pizz. Ad lib., 
trying to catch kamancha's notes
&
jolly - improvise on jins saba on G
in fragments















improvise on these five notes
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A tempo - With dirt, grit and fiestiness
Dynamics are to state intensity rather than volume level.
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